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10 AUTHOR QUESTIONS
Where did you get the inspiration or main themes for this collection?
I've had the following jobs throughout my working life: teaching; sales;
bartending; engineering; marketing; pricing; consulting; financial planning;
editing; writing. And that's been across a variety of industries. Work had
always been central to my life as a first-generation immigrant with a work
visa. I've always been a reader but rarely found stories about brown people
like me dealing with work-related challenges—whether driven by class,
gender, race, ethnicity, religion, sexuality, or nationality. I wanted to explore
these job-related issues that I'd experienced, seen, heard, and read about.
That said, when I started writing these stories, I didn't plan for all of them to
be centered on work. I didn't even group them like this when I started
sending the book out to agents and publishers. It was a throwaway
comment by a publisher rejecting the book that made me realize. He'd said,
"There's far too much about work in these stories and not enough of the
personal." I drafted this long note back to him about how, for many people,
work IS personal, etc. I never sent it.
Who are your major influences for these stories?
It's hard to pick just a few. Writers are the sum of what they read. And I've
read many short stories—both for pleasure and for practice. I also wrote a
monthly short story column from 2016-2020 featuring writers from around
the world, which truly widened my own appreciation of the form. For this
collection: Rohinton Mistry; Katherine Mansfield; Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie.
But, in the end, we always sound like ourselves on the page. So, while I
learned craft by studying their short stories, I wrote with my own sensibilities
and language. Zadie Smith once wrote: "Writers do not write what they want,
they write what they can. When I was 21, I wanted to write like Kafka. But,
unfortunately for me, I wrote like a script editor for The Simpsons who’d
briefly joined a religious cult and then discovered Foucault. Such is life." Me?
I want to write like R K Narayan. But these stories probably sound more like a
1980s Indian parallel cinema scriptwriter writing working class realism in the
2010s.
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10 AUTHOR QUESTIONS
Which character was the easiest and which was the most difficult to
write?
I had the hardest time with the title story because it features a minority
community as a collective protagonist. I wanted to explore how, even when
the world tends to view a community in crisis as a monolith, it's made up of
individual human beings with varying emotions and responses. I also wanted
to understand crowd psychology as it relates to public lynchings and such in
India.
The easiest character? Nothing comes easy to me in writing. If it comes
easy, I suspect it's not good. Relatively speaking, though, I guess the first
story, 'Disappointment', came the easiest. I'd been that foreign student with
the white boyfriend and experienced some of those microaggressions or
outright racism during my university years.
Why are food and the acts of cooking and eating such a regular feature
in a number of these stories?
There's an entire essay drafted in my mind about why food keeps showing
up in my fiction even though I'm not necessarily a big foodie or cook. I enjoy
cooking and eating only as much as the average person. That said, in Indian
society, food has such an important place. Food is culture, family, friendship,
intimacy, communion, hospitality, ritual, tradition, symbolism, class, memory,
sensuality, comfort, security, caste, even gender. In fiction, food is all of that
and more because a character's meal and way of eating it tell us so much
about them. But a food-related scene or setting must be integral to the plot.
Too often, South Asian writers are accused of exoticizing their storytelling or
pandering to the Western gaze by putting in food descriptions. With some of
these stories, I was being a bit subversive because I wanted to show how
food is so important and integral. With 'Mango Season', particularly. Or with
'Life Spring'. Or 'Journey to a Stepwell'. Or 'Time and Opportunity'. Or 'Neeru's
New World'. And, of course, the title story too.
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10 AUTHOR QUESTIONS
Some of the stories here are drawn from real-life incidents. Is it easier
or harder to write stories like that?
For me, the level of difficulty isn't related to whether a story is based on reallife incidents. Perhaps, with a solid foundation, it's easier to build a story's
scaffolding. But the real test, with a story based on a real-life incident, is
whether it sheds some new light or brings a new perspective to the incident.
Something the news coverage hasn't already done. So I did work harder on
those stories—like 'Return to India' and 'Each of Us Killers'—to make sure I
was drawing out something new and noteworthy for the reader (and I am
my own first reader, of course) to observe, explore, understand.
I once had a writing instructor who said that a story is as much about what's
left unsaid as it is about what's said. In turn, I sometimes tell folks in my
workshops: text matters; subtext matters more; and what's not on the page
is often more telling than the latter combined. The hardest part of writing
fiction is figuring out what to make subtext and what to leave unsaid.
Four of the fifteen stories feature dreams as important plot points. Why
is the dream world important in your storytelling?
MFA or writing workshop advice, generally, is to leave dreams out of
storytelling. I've never understood why. We spend almost half our lives
sleeping and, during this time, our brains are actively doing a lot of housecleaning with memories, obsessions, fears, worries, emotions, and more.
Why should we not include all of that thinking and feeling into a character's
life? As long as a dream isn't gratuitous or contrived, as long as it's integral
to the plot and story, I'm good with it.
I got deep into the science of dreams for a while. I read how the function of
dreams is to forget things, erase memories, or suppress thoughts. It's also
our brain's way of simulating futures, crafting answers to problems. So I
wanted to explore that in some of the stories here like 'The Waiting' and
'Neeru's New World' and 'Mango Season' and 'Fragments of Future
Memories'.
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10 AUTHOR QUESTIONS
What are some stereotypes/notions about Indian literature that you
wish would go away or hope your book might address?
I could write a whole essay—no, a whole book—on this topic. Some desi
(South Asian) writers have already done so.
My biggest thing is to ensure that readers see Indian fiction as much more
than colonialism, slums, terrorism, immigration, and arranged marriage. Sure,
all of these are important shared aspects of our culture, history, identities,
and existence. But, as Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie has warned: beware of
the single story. We are, to paraphrase Whitman, multitudes. Also, not only
do we have many different kinds of stories but we also have many different
traditions of storytelling. It's not all lush lyricism like Arundhati Roy, modish
minimalism like Jhumpa Lahiri, sly satire like Salman Rushdie, or Dickensian
drama like Rohinton Mistry.
Secondly, politics isn't just about electoral, governmental, religious issues.
There's a preference among both South Asian readers and publishing
gatekeepers for books about such overt politics. But politics is anything that
shifts the balance of power, privilege, and status in a community or society.
And there are many vectors of discriminatory forces—class, caste, religion,
race, ethnicity, color, gender, sexuality, age, nationality, able-bodiedness—
that intertwine and intersect with each other to create more contextual
complexity and ambiguity in our lives.
I hope that my storytelling veers away from the above timeworn tropes and
shows the many intersections and layers of discriminatory forces that shape
our behaviors and lives. I hope that my characters help to redefine freedom,
strength, heroism, and power in ways that are different from the
conventional or traditional. And I hope that my readers, no matter how they
identify and what part of the world they may be from, will find themselves
represented in my stories.
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10 AUTHOR QUESTIONS
Why are story collections not as popular as novels? How should a reader
approach a story collection?
Story collections are not popular because publishers don't know how to
market them as easily as novels. A novel can be summed up in a couple of
lines when we ask what it's about. With a story collection, that's not easy to
do unless the stories are all closely-linked. So publishers don't take on too
many of these. And many readers want that bite-sized summary before
picking up a book.
These are two different forms of fiction. A novel must be read straight
through because there's causality, correlation, what-happens-next, etc. With
a story collection, we can mostly read in any order. A novel has many
pages to explore and say what it must. A short story has a finite number of
words to pack in all its punches. A novel is capacious by nature and allows a
story to build, grow, rove. A short story must get about its business quick,
sharp, potent. A short story is not about a complete arc of plot or character.
It is like a framed photograph of a particular moment shown from a specific
perspective versus a widescreen movie of a series of moments recorded
from multiple angles. It is not even so much about the start or end of
something as about “that moment of experience from which to look back or
from which to look ahead” (Graham Greene.) Each story here aims to frame
that individual moment of experience. So, of course, every detail and
sentence within such a frame must be meaningful.
If you had to pick one story or character to explore further in a
complete novel, which would it be and why?
This is a tough one. I'm more interested in which characters the readers
would like to read more about in novel-form. I've spent much time alone with
each one that they're family to me now. I want to know what happens to
Heena and her bakery, Rafi and his sales position, Nawaz Bhai and his dosa
stall, Meg and Nik and their big construction project, Urmi and her yoga
studio plans. All of them, really. I can't pick a single one. I love them all.
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10 AUTHOR QUESTIONS
What are you working on now? What's your next book about?
A novel, book reviews, essays, my next translation. I like to have multiple
projects because they keep all my writing muscles working differently.
The next book is due out soon. It's a story collection too: translations of the
Gujarati short story pioneer, Dhumketu. His work was way ahead of his time
because he wrote about strong women and emotionally sensitive men,
which we didn't see so much in Gujarati literature of his time.
Bonus fun question for our readers: if you could be in a group text with
four other writers, who would they be and why?
1) Zadie Smith to understand better how she connects certain dots in all
those terrific essays and novels.
2) Toni Morrison to learn all about writing better stories and staying strong in
the face of all the discriminatory forces across the publishing ecosystem.
3) Ursula K LeGuin to figure out how she managed that smooth balance
between generosity and taking no prisoners.
4) Eunice de Souza to absorb some of her spirit and fire and clarity.
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MUSIC PLAYLIST

FOR WHEN YOU'RE MEETING OR READING
Return to India: 'Miserere Mei, Deus' by the Tenebrae Choir
This piece of classical music was one of Dan's favorites and he would listen
to it often during his lunch breaks alone in his car. When he shared it with
Kristin, his boss, it was an act of connection and desperate intimacy though
she didn't realize it then (or later, for that matter.)
"He cleared his throat a couple times—he did that a lot—and told me it was
called “Miserere Mei, Deus,” Latin for “Have mercy on me, O God.” That he
first heard it in Chariots of Fire and liked it better than the theme music—
especially when the sopranos soared, going up at least a half-octave each
time. He said how he enjoyed cranking it up for the full effect. Then he told
me how it was sung originally: in seventeenth-century Sistine Chapel by two
polyphonic choirs of nine people. The service was called “Tenebrae,” Latin
for shadows or darkness. It began at dusk and, during the ritual, candles
were put out one by one. All but the last. The finale was sung in neardarkness with a single, flickering candle lighting up those ancient frescoed
walls and painted ceilings."
Disappointment: 'Lake Shore Driving' by Duran Duran
An earlier draft of this story had references to how the couple would drive
along Lake Shore Drive in Chicago as penniless students who couldn't afford
much else. That bit got cut because it wasn't essential to the story. But this
piece of music, which had inspired it, became my mood for the story.
The more interesting story behind the song: "The Edge of America" and
"Lake Shore Driving" are two songs from Duran Duran's 1988 album Big
Thing. Together, they're a continuous, guitar-driven medley, with the "Lake
Shore Driving" part being instrumental. "Lake Shore Driving" has a sudden
cold end, which is when the tape accidentally ran out in the studio. That
definitely played into my ending for this story.
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MUSIC PLAYLIST

FOR WHEN YOU'RE MEETING OR READING
Fragments of Future Memories: 'Don't Stand So Close to Me' by The
Police
Given that the story is about a professor-student relationship, this was an
easy pick. There's also a literary reference in the lyrics: "Just like the old man
in // That book by Nabokov", which is perfect.
What's interesting about this story is that so many readers assume that the
professor is white because he's teaching English literature at a British
university. I left it vague and only mentioned the student's nationality
because we're in the professor's point-of-view and he's not going to be
explicitly talking about his own nationality unless there's reason to do so.
With her being an immigrant student, the geocultural markers are necessary
to the story.
Pros and Cons: 'Patakha Guddi' from the movie, Highway (Singers: Jyoti
and Sultana Nooran; Music: A R Rahman; Lyrics: Irshad Kamil; Actors:
Alia Bhatt, Ranveer Hooda)
In the story, the male yoga instructor refers to one of the young students as
"patakha guddi." It's a Punjabi term and means "firebrand kite." I first heard it
in a Bollywood movie song of the same title.
The lyrics are telling women to let loose, be free and adventurous, soar like a
kite, flow like rainwater, be like the peepal tree that no one can keep locked
up indoors. Mainly, the song is about breaking free from convention, from
constantly worrying about what people might think. That's the main
character's real problem and why she can't let go of assessing the pros and
cons of every situation.
The Nooran sisters are known for their powerful Sufi-style singing. Irshad
Kamil is a well-respected Urdu poet. And who in the world doesn't know A R
Rahman by now?
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MUSIC PLAYLIST

FOR WHEN YOU'RE MEETING OR READING
The God of Wind: 'Hanuman Chalisa' by Amitabh Bachchan and a whole
host of singers
This hymn is addressed to a much-loved Hindu god, Hanuman, who plays an
important role in the epic, Ramayan. It was composed by the 16th century
poet, Tulsidas, in the Awadhi language. "Chalisa" means forty as that's the
number of main verses praising Hanuman's many qualities, powers, and
names. It is believed that chanting this hymn during a grave problem will
invoke Hanuman's divine intervention.
An earlier draft of this story had a reference to the actual hymn but it was
too on the nose and didn't make the final cut.
This 2011 version also includes well-known Bollywood singers like Sonu
Nigam, Udit Narayan, Hariharan, Shankar Mahadevan, Suresh Wadkar, Arijit
Singh, Kumar Sanu, and more. It's uplifting even if we might not understand
the words or accept its religious premises.
Mango Season: 'Jab Deep Jale Aana' from the movie, Chitchor, by Basu
Chatterjee (Singers: K.J. Yesudas, Hemlata; Lyricist: Ravindra Jain;
Music: Ravindra Jain; Actors: Amol Palekar, Zarina Wahab)
There's been a lot of finger-wagging about how cultural markers like
mangoes, monsoons, saris, slums, and spices exoticize South Asian writing.
This pandering and gratuitous performance on the page does happen. To
me, if it's integral to the plot and done in complex ways, eschewing clichés
and stereotypes, it works.
This story has food, singing, saris, and slums as a subversive response to
those critiques. To avoid going over the top with these tropes, I wanted to
evoke the restrained vibes of a Basu Chatterjee movie from the 1970s1980s. This Bollywood director+writer depicted the average urban man from
the lower rungs of the class ladder trying to improve his lot in life. This song
was an earworm while writing. The dream scene was partly inspired by it.
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MUSIC PLAYLIST

FOR WHEN YOU'RE MEETING OR READING
Life Spring: 'Kabir' from the album Is That So by Shakti (John
McLaughlin, Zakir Hussain, Shankar Mahadevan)
In the story, there's mention of a fusion band called Mahavishnu Orchestra.
Their heyday was in the 1970s but their impact has lasted long on those who
love jazz, rock, and Indian classical fusion music in India.
But, rather than a song from the original band, this is one from a 2020 album
by the band's founder. John McLaughlin frequently collaborated with Indian
musicians and the band Shakti is one such collaboration. Here, he's with the
Indian vocalist, Shankar Mahadevan, and the tabla maestro, Zakir Hussain.
It's hard to pick only one collaboration of these guys so this is one of the
latest. That said, if you're coming to this song or album expecting the hard
guitar shredding McLaughlin's fame rests on, you won't find that here.
Time and Opportunity: 'Yeh Mumbai Nagariya' by Lucky Ali from the
album, Sunoh (1996)
There are so many songs about Bombay, the city where I grew up. Or
Mumbai, as it is known now. This song, with its spot-on lyrics, captures
much of the mood and essence of this story. It's about loving this
maddening city where people chase youth and money while trying to make
their living. And how you have to work twice as hard without knowing if
you'll make much.
The trickiest part for me with this story was to ensure I didn't overplay the
pathos. Or the overt caste and religion angle. But it's important to note that
caste culture still plays a big part in profession and privilege across Indian
society. If we're writing about those professions or privileges, how can we
not be aware of what enabled them? It's only problematic if a writer is being
casteist versus exposing casteism through their characters. And, often, even
if the writer may not know, readers can tell. We're all smart that way.
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MUSIC PLAYLIST

FOR WHEN YOU'RE MEETING OR READING
Separation Notice: 'Hello Goodbye' by The Beatles (1967 Christmas
Single)
This flash fiction piece was a response to a writing prompt at a literary
magazine. The version published there involved a Christian saint and there
was a hard word limit. I then played around with adapting it with a Hindu god
to see how it might work. It's a bit of fun but I wanted a story about someone
getting fired from their job in this collection and, well, this is it.
And what's a literary music playlist without a Beatles song in it, right?
Neeru’s New World: 'Marjaani' from Billu Barber (Singers: Sukhwinder
Singh and Sunidhi Chauhan; Lyricist: Gulzar; Music: Pritam
Chakraborty)
This Bollywood song shows how the average Indian is in thrall of the "movie
star." And that's one of the themes of this story, where Neeru yearns for
clothes and makeup like Kareena Kapoor.
While I didn't listen to the song while writing, this kind of blind adulation was
in my mind as I thought through Neeru's motivations and desires.
The Prize -- 'Thai Jashe' from the movie Thai Jashe (Singer: Parthiv
Gohil; Composer: Hemang Dholakia; Lyricist: Milind Gadhvi)
This is from an award-winning, iconic Gujarati movie from 2016. A young
middle-class couple is trying to make it good in Ahmedabad so they can buy
their own home. It's a different story from mine but it gave me inspiration to
write my own version of such a couple.
There's a hopeful, optimistic note that "it'll happen" ("thai jashe"); there'll be a
bright dawn after the black night. In my story, Nik is diffident and Meg is
calculating. They live in the real world. They know that, to make the score,
one has to play the game.
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MUSIC PLAYLIST

FOR WHEN YOU'RE MEETING OR READING
12 Short Tales of Women at Work -- 'Let the River Run' from Working Girl
(Singer, Lyricist, Composer: Carly Simon)
When the movie, Working Girl, came out, my teen sisters and I watched it
several times over. We loved the story of the smart, sassy, resourceful
underdog who makes it to the top of the corporate hierarchy. I dreamed of
working in the US someday and doing some such thing myself.
My corporate life was nowhere near as glamorous. I learned harsh realities of
how the system is skewed against women of color; how frequent
microaggressions, like the ones described in some of these micro-fictions,
take their toll even when they're unintentional; how there's really no
meritocracy when success and failure are determined more by one's
unearned privileges and power. This song still remains a favorite though it
reminds me of the young, earnest, naïve immigrant I used to be.
Journey to a Stepwell: 'Haiyya' from the movie, Hellaro (Music: Mehul
Surti; Lyrics: Saumya Joshi; Singers: Shruti Pathak and Aditya Gadhvi)
This is another song about women claiming their freedom from oppressive
patriarchal customs. The movie came out a year after I'd completed the
story but it so encompassed all the moods and emotions of this story that I
had to include it in this playlist. Much like my story, the movie is also inspired
by Gujarati folklore and real life instances.
The folktale narrated within this story by the mother to her daughter is one
me and my sisters had heard for decades from our own mother. She would
narrate it with all the colloquialisms and in a rural kind of dialect. But the
moral lessons she tried to pass on with it always made me uncomfortable.
So, with this retelling as a story-within-a-story, I've made some changes.
The movie, Hellaro, won the Indian National Film Award that year. And the
entire soundtrack has traditional Gujarati garba-like songs, beautifully
composed and performed by the singers and the actors.
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MUSIC PLAYLIST

FOR WHEN YOU'RE MEETING OR READING
The Waiting: 'Ranglo Aave Raja Ranglo Aave' from Bhavni Bhavaai
(Music: Gaurang Vyas; Lyrics: Dhiruben Patel; Singers: Preeti Sagar,
Praful Dave, Nimesh Desai; Actors: Smita Patil, Mohan Gokhale,
Naseeruddin Shah)
This song shows a happy couple dancing and performing a folktale for their
king. But they're a young couple in love and I needed to remind myself of
this kind of doting and adoring bond when I wrote about Ghelo and
Kunwarba, my protagonists in this story. Having that happier, playful time of
theirs in mind helped me write about their hard times with, I hope, more
pathos and give the story a bit of a folktale feel too.
This award-winning 1980 movie is considered a Gujarati classic now on the
subject of untouchability, caste, class, and gender issues. It was also, for its
time, groundbreaking in terms of structure and storytelling, using the
traditional bhavai form of live folk theater performance. While my story is
very different, I borrowed some aspects from that tradition too.
Each of Us Killers: 'Torrent' from the album, Jhini, by Indian Ocean
I worked hard on this story, agonized about every single thing from the
collective point-of-view told in a plural voice to the depiction of present-day
class, caste, and gender issues to researching the real-life Una, Gujarat
uprising that had inspired it.
I couldn't listen to much music while writing, but I found certain instrumental
works soothing and motivating during my breaks. Like this track from Indian
Ocean, which gave the key scenes in this story their particular energy and
urgency.
This rock band had just started when I left India. Their unique blend of Indian
folk and fusion music brought together rock and raaga, shlokas and
sufiyaana, and experimentation and revolution.
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FOOD AND DRINK RECIPES

FOR WHEN YOU'RE MEETING OR READING
Return to India: Vanessa's chocolate nut brownies
INGREDIENTS:
2/3 cup all-purpose flour
2/3 cup granulated sugar
2/3 cup chopped bittersweet or semisweet chocolate
1/4 cup unsweetened cocoa powder
1/8 tsp. ground cinnamon
1/4 tsp. baking powder
1/4 tsp. table salt
2 large eggs, lightly beaten
1/3 cup vegetable oil
1/2 cup chopped nuts

METHOD:
1. Heat the oven to 350°F.
2. Lightly grease a 9-inch pie plate or Pyrex dish.
3. In a medium bowl, mix all the dry ingredients with a wooden spoon or
rubber spatula until well blended.
4. Add the eggs and oil. Mix until blended.
5. Scrape into the plate. Spread evenly.
6. Sprinkle the chopped nuts over the top.
7. Bake in the center of the oven for 20-25 minutes. A pick inserted in the
center should comes out with some gooey pieces clinging to it,
8. Let cool at least 10 minutes.
9. Cut into wedges and serve hot, warm, or cold.
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FOOD AND DRINK RECIPES

FOR WHEN YOU'RE MEETING OR READING
Pros and Cons: Urmi's Indian-style lemon sherbet drink
INGREDIENTS:
1 cup water
2 tablespoons fresh lemon juice
1 pinch salt (black salt is better)
1 pinch ground black pepper
1/3 tablespoon sugar
1/3 tablespoon chaat masala
3-4 fresh mint leaves
ice cubes

METHOD:
1. Add all ingredients except ice and mint leaves into a cocktail shaker.
Shake thoroughly so that everything is well-blended.
2. Pour into a glass.
3. Add ice cubes per preference.
4. Garnish with mint leaves on top.
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FOOD AND DRINK RECIPES

FOR WHEN YOU'RE MEETING OR READING
Mango Season: Rafi's Onion Uttappam
INGREDIENTS:
BATTER:
1 cup coarse semolina
1/2 cup yogurt
3/4 teaspoon salt
1/2 cup water
TOPPINGS:
1 onion, finely chopped
1/2 green bell pepper, finely chopped
1 carrot, grated (optional)
1 tomato, finely chopped (optional)
2 tablespoons fresh cilantro leaves, finely chopped
1 inch ginger, finely chopped
1 green chilli, finely chopped
a few curry leaves, chopped
1/3 teaspoon salt
METHOD:
1. Mix semolina, yogurt, and salt very well.
2. Add 1/2 cup water slowly, checking for a thickly-pouring consistency.
3. Let the mixture rest for 30 minutes; until the semolina is fully absorbed.
4. Check the batter consistency and add a bit more water if needed.
5. Heat a large flat frying pan.
6. Pour a ladle-full of the batter onto the pan and roll out into an even circle.
7. Add a tablespoon of the prepared toppings on top, pressing in gently.
8. Add a teaspoon or so of oil all around the uttappam.
9. Cover the frying pan and cook on medium heat until the base is done.
10. Flip over gently and cook on the other side.
11. Serve hot with a dollop of ghee or butter melting on top.
12. Accompany with green or coconut chutney or sambhar (see recipe later)
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FOOD AND DRINK RECIPES

FOR WHEN YOU'RE MEETING OR READING
Life Spring: Heena's Nan-khatai (wheat cookies)
INGREDIENTS:
1 cup wheat flour
1 cup besan/gram flour
1/4 cup roasted semolina
1 cup powdered sugar
1 cup ghee or unsalted butter
1 teaspoon cardamom powder
1/2 teaspoon nutmeg powder (optional)
chopped pistachios for garnish
saffron for garnish (optional)

METHOD:
1. Whisk the sugar and ghee together to make an airy, white cream. This
process should take about 6-8 minutes so that it looks like cake icing.
2. Sieve both the wheat and besan/gram flours into the cream.
3. Add the roasted semolina, nutmeg, and cardamom.
4. Knead the dough slowly and gently. Don't do this too hard or too much as
it'll get too soft. If the dough does get too soft, refrigerate it for a short
while.
5. Preheat the oven at 180 Celsius or 360 Fahrenheit.
6. While the oven preheats, take small balls of dough and flatten into rounds
of 1/2 inch depth and 3-4 inches circumference.
7. Place cookies on a greased baking sheet with an inch space all around.
8. Add the chopped nuts and optional saffron strands for garnish. Press
them in gently.
9. Bake the cookies for 15 min at the same temperature.
10. If your dough was too soft, you may need an extra 5 minutes.
11. Remove the tray and let the cookies cool down completely.
12. Store in an airtight container for up to 5 days.
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FOOD AND DRINK RECIPES

FOR WHEN YOU'RE MEETING OR READING
Time and Opportunity: Nawaz Bhai's Sambhar
INGREDIENTS:
INGREDIENTS (contd.):
1/2 cup toor dal (pigeon peas)
2 cups water
1 teaspoon turmeric powder
2 cups medium-chopped
vegetables of choice (ideally:
squash, pumpkin, eggplant,
potatoes, onions)
1 cup tamarind juice
1 green chilli slit lengthwise
1 large tomato finely chopped
a few curry leaves
3/4 teaspoon jaggery or sugar
salt to taste
1 tablespoon sambhar powder

TEMPERING:
2 tablespoons of oil
1/2 tablespoon mustard seeds
1/4 teaspoon asafoetida
2 dry red chillis
a few curry leaves

METHOD:
1. Wash and pressure-cook the dal with the water and 1/4 teaspoon
turmeric.
2. Pressure-cook or boil the chopped vegetables (except for the onions.)
3. Blend the cooked dal into a smooth consistency.
4. In a large stockpot or saucepan or kadai, add the tamarind juice, chilli,
tomatoes, 1/2 teaspoon turmeric, and 3/4 teaspoon jaggery or sugar.
Bring the mixture to boil.
5. Add the onions and salt. Stir well and boil for 5 minutes.
6. Add the cooked vegetables and bring to boil again. Do not over-cook.
7. Pour in the blended dal, stir well, and bring to boil.
8. Add the sambhar powder and stir well immediately to avoid lumps. Boil
for another minute.
9. Prepare the tempering by heating the oil in a small pan/kadai. Add the
mustard seeds, asafoetida, red chilli, and curry leaves. Once they've
finished spluttering, pour carefully over the sambhar and stir well.
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FOOD AND DRINK RECIPES

FOR WHEN YOU'RE MEETING OR READING
Separation Notice: Panch Amrit Dessert
INGREDIENTS (all organic):
2 cups cow's milk
1 cup yogurt (from cow's milk)
1 teaspoon ghee
4 teaspoons honey
2 teaspoons jaggery
1 tablespoon almonds, sliced
1 tablespoon cashews chopped
1 tablespoon fresh coconut grated
1 tablespoon raisins
1/2 teaspoon cardamom powder
1 banana chopped (optional)
10-12 seedless dates chopped (optional)
10-12 tulsi (holy basil leaves) for garnish
METHOD:
1. Mix all the ingredients in a large bowl. (Note: Add more honey or jaggery
per taste preferences.)
2. Add the tulsi leaves on top for garnish.
3. Refrigerate for a few hours.
BACKGROUND: This blend of five (panch) main ingredients is used in Hindu
rituals. Amrit means "elixir." There are regional variations that add some of
the other ingredients listed above. The symbolism of the ingredients is as
follows: milk -> purity; honey -> sweet speech; yogurt -> fertility; jaggery ->
happiness; ghee -> wisdom. It is also believed that panchamrit improves
physical immunity and growth, intellectual growth, healthy skin and hair,
potency, and pregnancy.
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FOR WHEN YOU'RE MEETING OR READING
Neeru's New World: Gujarati chaa
INGREDIENTS (1 cup):
1 cup water
1 tablespoon fresh ginger grated
1 tablespoon fresh lemongrass
chopped optional
1/2 teaspoon fennel seeds
1/4 teaspoon cardamom powder
1/4 teaspoon clove powder
1/4 teaspoon cinnamon powder
1/4 teaspoon ground caraway seeds
3-5 fresh tulsi (holy basil) leaves
crushed
1 tablespoon black loose leaf tea (at
least 15% long leaf)
1 teaspoon sugar or granulated
jaggery optional
Milk per preferences

METHOD:
1. Bring the water to a rolling boil.
2. Add all the spices and sugar/jaggery. Let the liquid boil on a high flame
for a couple more minutes.
3. Add the tea leaves and let the liquid boil on a high flame for a couple
more minutes.
4. Add milk per preferences and let the liquid boil on a medium flame for a
couple more minutes.
5. Strain immediately and serve.
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FOR WHEN YOU'RE MEETING OR READING
The Prize: Indian-style Bruschetta
INGREDIENTS:
2 slices wholegrain bread
1 tablespoon olive oil
3-4 cloves garlic, minced
2 tablespoons onions finely chopped
2 tablespoons tomatoes finely chopped
1/4 cup paneer small-cubed
1/2 tablespoon green chilli finely chopped
1/4 teaspoon salt
1 pinch red chilli powder
1 tablespoon fresh cilantro finely chopped

METHOD:
1. Heat oil in a pan/kadai.
2. Add and saute the chopped onions, green chillis, and garlic until the
onions are translucent and soft.
3. Add the tomatoes and cilantro and saute a bit longer. Tomatoes shouldn't
get mushy.
4. Add the paneer, salt, and red chilli powder. Stir gently until everything is
well-seasoned. Remove from heat and set aside.
5. Toast both bread slices in a skillet until golden crisp. If preferred, brush
lightly with olive oil before toasting.
6. Turn the slices over and add the paneer mixture onto the toasted sides
while the other sides gets toasted.
7. Remove from the skillet and cut into smaller squares for serving. Eat
while warm.
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FOR WHEN YOU'RE MEETING OR READING
Journey to a Stepwell: Indian black bean curry
INGREDIENTS:
2 cups black beans soaked overnight
2 tablespoons oil
1 tablespoon cumin seeds
3-4 small pieces cinnamon sticks
3-4 small whole cloves
1/2 cup onions chopped
2 cups tomatoes chopped
1 tablespoon garlic minced
1 tablespoon ginger grated
1 tablespoon green chilli finely chopped
1/2 teaspoon red chilli powder
2 tablespoons curry powder
1 teaspoon salt (or per preferences)
1/4 cup yogurt or sour cream
1/4 cup cilantro chopped
METHOD:
1. Pressure cook beans in 8 cups of water.
2. Heat the oil in a large pan or kadai.
3. Add the cumin seeds and let them turn brown.
4. Add the cinnamon and cloves and let them simmer for 30 seconds.
5. Add the onions and saute till translucent.
6. Add the garlic, ginger, and green chilli and saute for a minute.
7. Add the tomatoes and stir well.
8. Add the salt, red chilli powder, curry powder, and a 1/4 cup water. Stir
well and allow to simmer for a few minutes until there's a strong aroma.
9. Add the black beans and sour cream or yogurt. Stir well.
10. Check salt and spiciness and adjust per preferences.
11. Cook for another 5 minutes until thick and creamy. It helps, also, to puree
a few tablespoons of the cooked black beans and add them to the curry
to thicken its consistency.
12. Remove from heat, garnish with cilantro, serve hot with roti/naan/rice.
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FOR WHEN YOU'RE MEETING OR READING
Each of Us Killers: Onion fritters (baked)
INGREDIENTS:
3 large onions spiralized or thinly sliced
1/2 cup besan/gram flour
1/4 cup rice flour
2 tablespoons oil (+extra for brushing)
2 green chillies finely chopped
1/2 teaspoon red chilli powder
1/2 cup water
salt to taste

METHOD:
1. Preheat the oven to 200 Celsius.
2. Line a baking sheet with greased parchment paper.
3. Mix all the ingredients in a bowl. Add water as needed and stir until there
are no lumps. The batter should be runny enough to coat the onions fully.
4. Take a tablespoonful of onion batter at a time, shaking off any drips and
place on the baking sheet at equal distance.
5. Bake in the oven for 22 minutes until cooked through and the top is
golden brown.
6. At 15 minutes, brush the fritters with oil and continue baking.
7. Serve immediately with ketchup or cilantro chutney and steaming hot
masala chai.
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BOOK CLUB DISCUSSION GUIDE
EACH OF US KILLERS: STORIES

NOTE: Be as specific as possible in discussions. That will both increase
your reading pleasure and help you explore the themes more deeply.
1) Graham Greene has famously said that a short story is not about the start
or end of something but about "that moment of experience from which to
look back or from which to look ahead." With each story here, what is that
key moment of experience for the main character?
2) Some people think that short stories have "loose endings." But, really,
every ending (even in real life) is a beginning of something else. With the
endings of these stories, what new event or moment do you see as
potentially beginning?
3) Each story is set in a specific place in India or England or the US. What
jumped out at you with each setting? What stayed with you about each
setting even after reading the story? What was something new you learned
about each country or its customs or culture?
4) Given the economy of a short story, the setting is, often, also a character
or plot point in the narrative. Did you find this to be the case? If so, where
and why? If not, where and why?
5) Zadie Smith has written about how good writing educates our emotions
and rewires our inner circuitry. She describes how, after reading Chekhov,
we feel as if our own everyday world has become Chekhovian. Was there any
story in this collection that rewired your inner circuitry? How and why?
6) What is the significance of each story’s title? If you could choose an
alternate title for a story, what would it be and why?
7) If you had to pick a single word or phrase to describe the effect of each
story after reading, what would that be and why? (NOTE: typically, this is the
story's main theme.)
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8) Which characters stayed with you the longest and why? Which character
could you not relate to much and why? Discuss whether we need to like or
relate to the characters we read and why.
9) Discuss the language in these stories. There are quite a few Indian words.
Did you know all of them or did you have to look some of them up? How did
they alter your reading experience of these stories?
10) Was there a particular description that left you wanting to know more?
Was there a particular description that made you feel like you were in the
story, inhabiting its mood and atmosphere along with the characters?
11) Which story was your favorite and why? Which was your least favorite
and why?
12) Mavis Gallant has said that short stories are not chapters of novels and
should not be read one after another, as if they were meant to follow along.
Her advice was to read one, shut the book, think about it, then return to read
the next. How do you like to read short story collections and why?
13) Did this book live up to your expectations? Why or why not?
14) Compare this book to others your group has read. Did it stand out in any
way? Will you remember this book in the future? Are you likely to read it (or
particular stories) again or recommend the book to a friend?
15) Is there anything else which made an impact upon you that hasn’t been
discussed yet?
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